
ELFOControl²

 ▶ COMPLETE SYSTEM MANAGEMENT
The brain of the system communicates with all the 
components of the plant to ensure the best comfort, energy 
savings and operating reliability.

 ▶ INTELLIGENT CONSUMPTION
It coordinates all the components of the system by optimising 
the performance and operation of the units, generating 
the right amount of energy required, only where and when 
needed.

 ▶ CUSTOMISED COMFORT LEVELS
The operating time and temperature of each room can be 
customised to achieve the perfect comfort for any kind of 
need.

 ▶ A WEALTH OF FUNCTIONS THAT ARE EASY TO MANAGE
The user interface is simple, fast and intuitive and this allows 
you to easily change the settings.

 ▶ ANDROID PLATFORM
Platform designed to be connected to mobile and WiFi 
devices in the future, for remote assistance and to be 
integrated into home-automation systems.

Technical 
Bulletin

ELFOSystem Centralized control for single-family residential system
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ELFOSystem Gaia Edition
ELFOControl² is the brain of the ELFOSystem complete system that Clivet designed for residential systems.

System with an eye to the future

•  It does not use fossil fuels

•  It uses renewable energy from 75 up to 100%

•  Substantially contributes toward reaching the European targets of 20-20-20 
by 2020 (reduction of CO2 emissions, primary energy and use of renewable 
energy).

Qualifying proposal

•  Specialized solution with high value added

•  Single annual cycle system for total comfort

•  Increases the building’s energy efficiency by at least 2 classes
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A single smart system

A single smart system with all the elements that generate year-round comfort:

 ▶  Heating

 ▶  Cooling

 ▶  Domestic hot water

 ▶  Air renewal and purification

 ▶  Humidity control

Simple to install

•  Industrialized solution that permits a quick and high quality installation

•  Excludes installation and adjustment errors

•  Wirings and connections are clear and preconfigured

Economically convenient

•  Thanks to the high energy efficiency levels it increases the value of the property. The 
investment pays back for itself in 3-4 years on average

•  60% reduction of the space in the heating room

•  Complies with the minimum requirements for existing financial incentives.
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ELFOSystem components

Production GAIA

High efficiency heat pump for the heat/cool and 
domestic hot water production

 ▶  Packaged unit for the comfort by using renewable 
energy

 ▶  Integrated system to recover solar energy from 
thermal manifolds

 ▶  Integrated domestic hot water production

 ▶  System with the best seasonal efficiency on the 
market

 ▶  Water production up to 60°C, operating with 
outdoor air temperature down to –22°C

 ▶  Air and water version

Pre-assembled control unit

Compared with a traditional combustion system, GAIA 
offers three key benefits:

 ▶  It does not require a gas feed, flues and explosion 
security systems

 ▶  Encloses all of the system elements

 ▶  In a single unit it includes heating, cooling and 
solar thermal store

Installation times are DRASTICALLY REDUCED, all to the benefit if a QUALITY, SAFE RESULT.

contains all the elements 
of the system
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Air renewal

Energy-recovery based room ventilation and purification

 ▶  Active thermodynamic summer and winter recovery

 ▶  Fulfill up to 80% of the building thermal load

 ▶  Electronic filtering: pm10, bacteria, pollen

 ▶  Summer humidification, ideal to be combined with radiant 
cooling

 ▶  FREE-COOLING

ELFOControl² control

Advanced control system to manage the operation of the entire system

 ▶ High seasonal efficiency thanks to the possible algorithm
        optimization  by the control of all the system components.

 ▶  Optimization of units efficiency and operation

 ▶  Comfort improvement (temperature, humidity, air quality, 
domestic hot water)

 ▶ Operation safety thanks to the energy source choice most 
        suitable for each ambient condition.

Distribution

Heat diffusion systems with “room by room” temperature control

 ▶  Temperature and humidity thermostats room by room

 ▶  Dedicated water terminals
• compact design and small size

• continuous speed variation

• evenly distributed temperature

• reduced consumption

 ▶  Management of radiant systems and radiators
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Advantages

Renewable energy

The future of our planet depends on how we can reduce the use of fossil fuels 
and switch to renewable sources.

The European Commission defined the “ambient heat” contained in the air, water 
and ground as a renewable source. This Directive 2009/28/EC dated 23 April 
2009, known as the RES directive, promotes the use of energy from renewable 
sources.

By using the heat pump principle, the ELFOSystem uses ambient heat to generate 
comfort all year long in buildings.

The Heat Pump

More than 75% of the energy that Heat Pump uses is free and unlimited because 
stored up by air, water and ground warmed by the sun. With only the 25% of 
electrical energy, the renewable sources is raised to an optimum level for winter 
comfort.

A single system for heating and cooling. In winter, the heat pump takes energy 
from outside and transfers it inside the building. In summer, the heat pump 
can invert its operation and transfer the building’s energy outside, cooling the 
rooms.

Comfort 365 days a year

ELFOSystem ensures the ideal climate year-round, as if in the house time stops 
to allow relax, which is not depending on external factors. ELFOSystem GAIA 
Edition is a single intelligent system with all the elements that generate year-
round the comfort:

•  heating

•  cooling

•  domestic hot water

•  fresh air renewal and purification

Fresh and clean air

You cannot speak of true comfort without air renewal, because odours and 
harmful elements accumulate into the rooms.

The current trend of increasing thermal insulation in homes requires a controlled 
mechanical renewal of the ambient air. The blow of outdoor air is not always 
healthy and imply high energy costs.

ELFOSystem expels the air inside the building and introduces fresh air using a 
recovery system that is based on the principle of the heat pump.
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More value for your property

With Directive (2002/91/EC), the European Union foresees the obligation of a 
certificate that documents the energy efficiency of buildings, considering the 
primary energy. The value of a building also depends on this.

ELFOSystem, with consumption of primary energy that is 50% lower than 
traditional solutions with boilers, with equal buildings, permits higher energy 
efficiencies.

ELFOSystem contributes towards energy efficiency and therefore towards the 
value of the building, with an average return on investment of 3-4 years.

Reduction in CO2 emissions

Heat pump systems do not use fossil resources such as natural gas or diesel, 
therefore they do not produce direct CO2 where they are installed.

Also considering equivalent CO2 generated by the producer of the electric 
energy, the indirect CO2 emissions are on average 50% lower than combustion 
systems and 80% lower than electric heating.

Savings cost up to 80%

The average seasonal COP of modern heat pumps reaches up to 4 if are 
considered the most efficient air-water units. As the average efficiency of an 
Italian electric system is equal to 0.46, it is understood that the performance of 
a heat pump, in reference to primary energy, is equal to 180%, therefore greater 
than any traditional combustion or electric generator and results in savings in 
operating costs between 50% and 80%.

Reliability

ELFOSystem is a complete system for air conditioning buildings. All of its 
components have been completely developed by Clivet, from the thermostat 
to the heat pump that “talk to each other” intelligently through a simple twisted 
pair cable.

The centralized management of the system optimizes efficiency and guarantees 
correct system operation. This also eliminates all controls and interaction 
problems associated with traditional installations, where different elements are 
placed in communication with each other.

The components designed and tested by Clivet allow you to create quality 
systems that ensure predetermined levels of comfort and energy savings with 
the guarantee of perfect operation.
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Simple comfort for everyone

The whole system at your fingertips

Without proper thermal regulation even the best climate control system can create inconveniences rather than comfort. With ELFOControl2 

you just need to touch the screen to control every single element of ELFOSystem. ELFOControl2 coordinates and manages the entire 
system in an intelligent and efficient way in order to always ensure the best comfort at the lowest possible cost.

Every climatic area at your fingertips

ELFOControl2 manages simultaneously up to 12 different climatic areas, 
so that the user can define the desired temperature for every single 
area.

With a few touches on the main screen you can:

•  define and manage up to 12 different climate areas

•  program the comfort levels of the individual areas

•  set the temperatures directly from the touch screen or from the 
thermostat

•  set different temperatures inside the same climate area

Flexible and Programmable

ELFOControl² allows to define up to 10 custom time schedules.

Every day of the week can be associated with a different program to 
optimise the operation and efficiency of the entire system.

Customised comfort

Each one of us perceives well-being in a different way and this is why it is 
not easy at all to define comfort.

ELFOControl² allows users to adapt all the settings and controls of the 
system, even the most advanced ones, to their needs in order to ensure 
everyone enjoys ideal comfort levels.
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The elements of the system

 ▶ ELFOEnergy: produces thermal and cooling energy (maximum of 1 element manageable)

• GAIA Aria • ELFOEnergy Horus+
• GAIA Acqua • ELFOEnergy Ground
• GAIA Maxi • ELFOEnergy Duct Inverter
• GAIA L Comfort • ELFOEnergy Vulcan
• GAIA L Hybrid • ELFOEnergy Medium
• ELFOEnergy Extended Inverter • ELFOEnergy Vulcan Medium
• ELFOEnergy Horus

 ▶ ELFOFresh²: air renewal unit (maximum of 4 elements manageable)

• ELFOFresh²
• ELFOFresh Large

 ▶ Produces domestic hot water: it manages the production of domestic hot water  (maximum of 1 element 
manageable)

 ▶ Fan coil units (maximum of 40 elements including all other elements manageable)
• ELFORoom² 3-17 • ELFODuct CF-V 31 - 242
• ELFOSpace IN-V e IN-H 3 - 31 • ELFODuct MP 15-17
• ELFOSpace OUT-V e OUT-H 3 - 31 • ELFODuct HP 0015.0 - 0071.0
• ELFOSpace BOX2 7 - 41 • ELFODuct CF-V 31 - 242
• ELFOSpacewall2 005.0 - 0017.0

 ▶ Radiant zone module (maximum of 5 elements manageable)
The panel heads of the different areas can be intercepted depending on the room temperature detected by the HID-T2, HID-Ti2, 
HID-T3, HID-Ti4 + HID-UR thermostats.

 ▶ Mixing group control module (A maximum of 3 mixed zones can be managed, including intra Gaia if this)
This module is used to manage the supply temperature of the radiant panels. The temperature and humidity of the rooms are 
detected by the HID-T2, HID-Ti2 and HID-T3 room control devices.

 ▶ Other elements of the system (maximum of 40 elements can be managed, including all other elements 
manageable)
ELFOControl² extends its control to the various components of the system (circulation pumps, area valves, radiators) allowing 
for a unified management of the whole system through the following modules:

•  single area module: it controls the heating furniture and radiators

•  input/output module: it controls the other elements of the system or different elements such as the boiler, valves and circulators

 ▶Connection device with domotics (maximum of 1 element manageable)

Type of systems that can be managed

The extensive range of ELFOControl²’s accessories allows to manage any kind of system 
that uses the terminals below:

•  Radiant panels

•  Fan coil

•  Radiators and heating furniture

With the control of the mixing units, ELFOControl² also allows to control and manage 
systems operating with several temperature levels for unparalleled comfort and reliability.
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Standard unit technical specifications
ELFOControl² is supplied complete with:

• 12Vdc AL12X power supply unit (4 DIN modules)

• Ethernet/485 converter (3 DIN modules)

• Cat. 5 UTP Ethernet cable (5m long)

Colour touch-screen display 
•  Size: 7.2” resolution 800x480 pixel.

•  Type: resistive TFT colour touch screen;

Aesthetic frame
•  Black made with plastic material

Control capacity
•  12 climate areas

•  can manage a total of 40 elements

Features of the network
ELFOControl² provides the connection of all the elements as part of a BUS System where each element is connected to just one communication cable.

ELFOControl² communicates with the system devices through an Ethernet/485 converter.

ELFOControl² and the converter are connected via a category 5 Ethernet UTP cable ( 5 m cable included)

•  The RS485 serial line connecting the system elements must always be made with a BUS-type line (in/out). Only use RS485 cables for serial lines. Star, 
ring or any other types are not allowed.

•  The serial line must be installed separately from other cables powered at different voltages and away from cables or devices that can cause 
electromagnetic interference.

Display dimensions inches 7,2”

Display type TFT Color

Voltage V 12Vdc

Capacity VA 24VA

Protection degree IP 20

Weight kg 0,5

Warning: The cabling from the external power supply unit to ELFOControl2 must comply with low-voltage cabling requirements

Operating limits
Operational temperature from 0 to 45°C

Stocking temperature from –10°C to +50°C

Relative humidity from 10 to 90% without condensate

Installation The display must not be exposed to direct sunlight or other intense light sources

NOTE: the maximum distance between the Ethernet/485 
converter and ELFOControl² is 90 meters

Ethernet/485 converter
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Accessories separately supplied
 1. AL12X - Power supply unit 230/1/50—12VDC for Modbus thermostats

 2. CIECX - Built-in pre-installation box for ELFOControl2

   3. CBSX - Shielded cable for RS485 bus

 4. KGPRX - Mixing unit control module

 5. BMZRX - Radiant area module with RS485 communication port

 6. CMRSX - Single zone module with RS485 communication port

 7. MIOX - Input/Output module with RS485 communication port

 8. CACSX - Domestic hot water kit control (CMACSX for WSAT-XIN)

 9. CMACSX - Domestic hot water module

10. ACS500X - 500 liters domestic hot water storage

11. ACS300x - 300 liters domestic hot water storage

12. ACS5SX - 500 liters sanitaryhot water tank with solar coil

13. ACS3SX - 300 liters sanitaryhot water tank with solar coil

14. HIDT2X - Electronic room control device HID-T2 (temperature only)

15. HID-T3X - HID-T3 local electronic room control device (temperature + humidity)

16. HID-Ti2X - HID-TI2 temperature-only electronic room control, built-in installation

17. HIDTI4NX - Black HID-Ti4 built-in Modbus electronic room control device

18.  HIDURBX - White HID-UR built-in Modbus relative humidity sensor

19. HIDURNX - Black HID-UR built-in Modbus relative humidity sensor

20. HIDURBX - White HID-UR built-in Modbus relative humidity sensor

21. DOMX - Connection device with domotics
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Management of the entire system: ELFOSystem
To make the most of GAIA’s potential, Clivet supplies the unit with ELFOControl², ELFOSystem GAIA’s advanced control system that manages the entire 
system and offers clear benefits for the overall efficiency of the system, to optimise the operation of all its elements all to the benefit of a better performance 
and reliability of the heat pump, to eliminate installation and cabling errors and redundancies deriving from the use of external controls that never meet 
all your requirements.

This means that ELFOSystem GAIA allows to create a quality system and ensure a better environmental comfort.

The diagram reported is an example of a ELFOSystem GAIA system where the ELFOControl² control coordinates all the system’s elements so that the need 
for comfort is met in every area or room defined by the user based on a time schedule for each day of the week.

Through the special modules connected to the temperature thermostats (HID-T2X, HID-Ti2X and HID-Ti4) and any humidity thermostats (HID-T3 or HID-UR) 
are used to control the shut-off valves of the respective hydraulic circuits based on when the desired temperature is reached and GAIA’s pumps are activated 
or not activated.

Based on the requests, ELFOControl² will be able to define the required capacity and activate the system’s resources that are more convenient in terms of 
energy consumption based on the load and environmental conditions. For instance, GAIA will not be activated during in-between seasons as the requested 
load, even if moderate, can be met by Elfofresh² thanks to its special features, thereby benefitting from better comfort levels and an even higher energy 
efficiency.

The moment the requested power is greater, GAIA Maxi will be activated which, thanks to the inverter compressor in direct current and modulating 
condensing boiler, will only produce the requested energy and distribute it only where necessary.

In the event of a radiant system also used for cooling, the humidity control happens through ELFOFresh2, whereas the supply temperature of the water 
produced by GAIA Maxi is defined based on the external climate and corrected based on the dew point, through detection of the humidity on thermostats 
HID-T3X or HID-UR.

In the case of the system diagram reported, the circuit connected to the radiators (for instance the heating furniture installed in the bathrooms) is not 
activated in cooling mode. 

GAIA produces water at the right temperature for the ELFORoom² water terminals and opens the mixer completely, while the water supplied to the radiant 
system is provided through the mixing valve. If the demand coming from the area of the ELFORoom² water terminals is also met, GAIA will produce water to 
supply the radiant panels at the right temperature by opening the mixer valve completely and obtaining an increase in energy efficiency levels. 

The system’s elements communicate with ELFOControl² via a simple serial connection. ELFOSystem GAIA is an industrialised solution that allows for a fast, 
quality installation, all to the benefit of reliability, comfort and energy efficiency
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How ELFOControl Home manages the system
The ELFOControl² device is configured when the system is put into service, when defining the type of system, the climate areas it will be divided into, the 
number and type of elements in the system and how the elements are associated with their respective climate areas.

When the configuration has been completed, ELFOControl² checks that all the set elements of the system are actually present, in order to automatically 
detect any inconsistencies.

Climatic zones
The climate area is the portion of the building (even a single room) to which certain parameters are associated and these are defined by three scenarios 
that can be set, i.e.: Comfort, Economical, Off.

An area is associated with terminal units (even just one unit) or any outlets of a radiant zone module. Each comfort scenario can be activated more than once 
during the 24 hours (with half an hour intervals) with time schedules for each area.

For instance it is possible to define the living area where it is possible to set the comfort profile during occupied periods and the economical profile during 
unoccupied periods.

Managing the elements
Each element is managed according to the comfort parameters set for the relative area it is associated with.

For instance, the ambient temperature for a specific area may only be set by ELFOControl² or only by a local control device of the terminal unit, or by both.

It is also possible to define a range within which it is necessary to set the area temperature of the current scenario using the local control device on the unit.

Example of a system divided into 4 climate areas

The main functions managed are:
•  time schedule of the comfort profiles for each climate area

•  possibility of defining different energy-saving profiles (economy, normal, maximum comfort)

•  setting priorities for the various areas in terms of activation of the resources to achieve comfort

•  forcing a specific area scenario area for a set time

•  possibility of defining the management range of the individual terminal units using a thermostat or a keyboard in the various areas based on specific 
needs (for instance temperature setpoint with possibility of setting +/- 2 degrees in the comfort profile and defined setpoint for the economy profile, 
etc.)

•  the system can be switched off for a set time

•  possibility of turning the system on and off from a digital input (for instance a telephone)

•  diagnostics on all system components for three user levels (user, maintenance technician, manufacturer) with all the information related to the 
associated elements

•  software update via PC with connection via Ethernet cable
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Environmental controls
The thermostat can be used as follows:

•  connected to a reference fan coil to manage groups of fan coils or as a reference to force the area’s settings

•  connected to the zone module to manage heating furniture and radiators

•  connected to the mixing module to detect temperature and humidity values of the area served

•  connected to the radiant zone module to detect temperature and humidity values of the area served)

•  the thermostat is not connected to the network, but locally to the unit with a dedicated line within 15 metres from it.

•  when a thermostat is used to control several terminal units (ex. ELFORoom2) it can be connected to any unit of the group.

HIDT2X - HID-T2 electronic room control
The controls of the ELFORoom can be controlled remotely by the HID-T2 wall-mounted room control device, which 
contains the probe to measure the ambient temperature. 

It can also be used as the only room control device within an area comprising several terminal units. The HID-T2 
room control device can also be used in combination with the zone module to manage the bathrooms’ heating 
furniture.

Size: 127x86x27mm.

HID-T3X - Electronic room control device HID-T3
The HID-T3 room control device has the same features of HID-T2 with the addition of the humidity probe.

If there are any radiant panels, ELFOControl² can prevent condensation during operation in cooling mode via the 
HID-T3 device.

Size: 127x86x27mm.

HID-Ti2X - HID-TI2 temperature-only electronic room control, built-in installation
The HID-TI2 room control device is available in the built-in version and contains a probe to detect the ambient 
temperature. It can be matched with the zone module. It is supplied with two interchangeable coloured masks, 
white and anthracite black.

HIDTI4NX - HIDTI4BX - Modbus electronic room control device HID-Ti4
The HID-Ti4 room control device it is available in the built-in version and contains a probe to detect the ambient 
temperature. It can be matched with the HID-UR module to detect the ambient humidity.

It is available in the black version HIDTI4NX and in the white version HIDTI4BX.

The BZMRX radiant area module is mandatory to manage this device.

Installation in 503 built-in box, compatible with line 44 AVE plaques.
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HIDURNX - HIDURBX - Modbus electronic room control device HID-UR
The HID-UR is available in the built-in version to be used exclusively in conjunction with the HID-Ti4 room control 
device.

The BZMRX radiant area module is mandatory to manage this device.

It is available in the black version HIDTI4NX and in the white version HIDTI4BX.

Installation in 503 built-in box (or 504 if you intend to install the HID-TI4 and HID-UR thermostat in the same box), 
compatible with line 44 AVE plaques.

AL12X - Power supply unit 230/1/50—12VDC
Isolation transformer 230/1/50 12 Vac.

Dimensions:: 85x90x65 (4 DIN modules)

CIECX - Installation box
The installation of ELFOControl² involves mounting the pre-installation box on the wall.

ELFOControl² is then installed in the pre-installation box using the two fixing screws.

Dimensions: 216 x 168 x 73 mm

CBSX - Shielded cable for RS485 bus
Serial cable for RS485 lines (Belden 3105A): reel length: 50 m

•  No. of conductors: 2

•  Shielding: Yes

•  Cable outer diameter: 7.2mm

•  Conductor AWG: 22

•  Shielding material: Beldfoil (Inner); Tinned Copper (Outer)

•  Sheath colour: black

•  Outer sheath material: PVC

•  Typical impedance: 120 Ohm

•  Rated voltage: 300 V RMS

•  Mass conductor: yes
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ELFOControl²: The Brain behind ELFOSystem
ELFOSystem’s “brain” is ELFOControl², the user-friendly touch-screen control panel used to manage all of ELFOSystem’s elements in an effective and efficient 
way and always achieve the best energy efficiency based on the required comfort.

ELFOControl² manages:

•  the PRODUCTION of water for heating, cooling and domestic use with the GAIA, GAIA L, GAIA Maxi and ELFOEnergy units (except ELFOEnergy Medium)

•  air VENTILATION and purification with the ELFOFresh² units

•  the DISTRIBUTION of thermal/cooling energy in all the rooms of the house

In addition to this:

•  carries out the diagnostic on all Clivet connected devices

•  activates the various devices in the system depending on the outside conditions and the comfort conditions set it communicates with the various 
elements of the system via a wired BUS network and allows to set comfort levels from just one place

Production of heating and cooling Energy and domestic hot water
Number of elements managed: 1

La pompa di calore produce l’energia necessaria per soddisfare i fabbisogni di riscaldamento eraffrescamento. [71882]

The main functions managed are:

•      activation based on the system’s actual demand

•      production of domestic hot water (except for ELFOEnergy Medium)

•      management of the multi-area distribution (GAIA and Gaia Maxi only)

•     variation of the temperature of the water produced based on the outdoor air    
      temperature;

•     time schedule

•     special functions (DHW only, DHW only from thermal solar sources, etc.)

GAIA, managing directly up to 4 boosters (of which up to 3 mixed)*, is an extremely 
flexible unit and suitable for every type of intallation.

Every booster works with its own setpoint and a dedicated climate curve to optimise 
its performance. Booster pumps automatically vary their capacity by automatically 
adapting to the actual load of the relative hydraulic circuit, whereas the mixers operate 
autonomously to ensure the right service temperature based on the selected setpoint.

The various configurations of GAIA’s boosters allow to install any kind of system:

Single-Temperature systems
GAIA can be fitted with several direct boosters working all at the same temperature to provide energy to the same type of 
terminals.

When used to replace the existing generator, using just one booster may be the ideal solution that allows to re-use the 
whole heating system. 

In new installations, using several booster pumps is particularly suited for area-based distribution systems, where each 
booster pump serves just one hydraulic circuit.

Multi-Temperature systems
The option of adjusting the mixing valves makes it particularly easy to use GAIA in systems that employ different way of 
distributing heat and cold. These systems have dedicated setpoint values for each circuit. 

GAIA always ensures the right temperature for each booster thanks to the automatic control of the mixing valves.

* GAIA Maxi manages up to 4 boosters, 3 of which are mixed, GAIA Aria and GAIA Acqua manage up to 3 boosters, 2 of 
which are mixed
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Domestic hot water production
Maximum number of elements that can be managed: 1

Attention! ELFOEnergy Medium units are not fitted with solutions to control the production of domestic hot water.

ELFOControl² manages a thermal storage tank (inside the GAIA units or 
outside for the other ELFOEnergy units) for domestic hot water.

Through ELFOControl², the heat pump alternates the operation dedicated 
to the system with the one used to produce domestic hot water.

Domestic hot water is stored in a suitably sized thermally insulated 
storage tank.

The switch from the production of the water for the system to the 
production of storage water is controlled by ELFOControl² based on the 
priority defined by the user. 

If the priority is set on the production of domestic water, ELFOControl² 
will switch the operation of the heat pump to the production of domestic 
hot water regardless of the energy demand coming from the climate 
control system.

From ELFOControl² it is possible to set:

•  the water temperature and the time range during which the storage 
tank is recharged

•  the programming of the procedure against Legionella bacteria and 
the recirculation procedure.

It is also possible to define the frequency at which the procedure is activated and during which, through the heat pump and/or the electrical heaters of the 
storage tank, the storage water is brought to high temperatures.

ACS500X - 500 liters domestic hot water storage
Carbon steel storage tank, glass lining process in accordance with DIN 4753.3, external 50 mm rigid polyurethane insulation, 6 sq 
m exchange coil suitable for heat pumps (max. 25 kW), maximum working pressure 6 bar, equipped with anodic protection and 3 
kW electric heater (single phase) with safety thermostat. Controller not included.

Suitable for sizes 21-101 WSAN-XIN, 21-61 WSAR-MT-E, 31-61 WSAR-HT-E, 41-61 WBAN, 17-61 WSHN-EE

Size of the 500-litre boiler: 750x1690mm

Control not included,see CMACSX option for WSAN-XIN and option CACSX for WSAR-MT, WSAR HT, WBAN and WSHN-EE

ACS500X - 300 liters domestic hot water storage
Carbon steel storage tank, glass lining process in accordance with DIN 4753.3, external 50 mm rigid polyurethane 
insulation, 4 sq m exchange coil suitable for heat pumps (max. 10 kW), maximum operating pressure 6 bar, equipped 
with anodic protection and 2 kW electric heater (single phase) with safety thermostat. Controller not included.

Suitable for sizes 21-51 WSAN-XIN, 21-41 WSAR-MT-E, 31-41 WSAR-HT-E, 17-41 WSHN-EE

Size of the 300-litre boiler: 600x1615mm

Control not included,see CMACSX option for WSAN-XIN and option CACSX for WSAR-MT, WSAR HT, WBAN and WSHN-EE

ACS5SX - 500 litres sanitary hot water tank with solar coil
Carbon steel storage tank, glass lining process in accordance with DIN 4753.3, external 50 mm rigid polyurethane insulation, 
upper 4,9 sq m exchange coil suitable for heat pumps (max. kW), lower 1,8 sq m exchange coil for thermal solar panels, maximum 
working pressure 6 bar, equipped with anodic protection and 3 kW electric heater (single phase) with safety thermostat. 
Controller not included.

Suitable for sizes 21-101 WSAN-XIN, 21-61 WSAR-MT-E, 31-61 WSAR-HT-E, 41-61 WBAN, 17-61 WSHN-EE

Size of the 500-litre boiler: 750x1690mm

Control not included,see CMACSX option for WSAN-XIN and option CACSX for WSAR-MT, WSAR HT, WBAN and WSHN-EE

ACS3SX - 300 litres sanitary hot water tank with solar coil
Carbon steel storage tank, glass lining process in accordance with DIN 4753.3, external 50 mm rigid polyurethane insulation, upper 
3,7 sq m exchange coil suitable for heat pumps (max. 10 kW), lower 1,2 sq m exchange coil for thermal solar panels, maximum 
operating pressure 6 bar, equipped with anodic protection and 2 kW electric heater (single phase) with safety thermostat.

Suitable for sizes 21-51 WSAN-XIN, 21-41 WSAR-MT-E, 31-41 WSAR-HT-E, 17-41 WSHN-EE

Size of the 300-litre boiler: 600x1615mm

Control not included,see CMACSX option for WSAN-XIN and option CACSX for WSAR-MT, WSAR HT, WBAN and WSHN-EE
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CACSX - Domestic hot water kit control
To use in combination with the following units: ELFOEnergy Horus, ELFOEnergy Ground, ELFOEnergy Vulcan e ELFOEnergy 
Vulcan Medium.

The module allows to control the temperature of a storage tank for domestic hot water not supplied by Clivet and includes:

•  2 water temperature probes

•  1 safety thermostat

•  1 installation box

•  Power circuits and heating element control with protections against short-circuits (in this case the heater is not supplied 
by Clivet);

Moreover, the module controls a recirculation pump, whose operation is enabled by ELFOControl2:

This way, an operating schedule can be set for each day of the week for domestic hot water. Recirculation on/off settings can 
be set on an hourly basis and one can decide for how long it stays on or off when recirculation is enabled.

The storage tank must have suitable features so that it can be matched with the heat pump used.

Dimensions and electrical features:

Power supply: 220V AC

Power imput: 100 W resistors excluded

Size (LxHxD): 290x410x140 mm

CAMACSX - Domestic hot water module
To use in combination with the following units: ELFOEnergy Extended Inverter e ELFOEnergy Duct Inverter.

The CMACSX module allows controlling the temperature of the Domestic Hot Water, by means of the temperature probe placed inside the storage tank. 

The control allows the production of Domestic Hot Water to a specific set-point that can be defined in 4 daily intervals and 3 user profiles. If the temperature 
of the Domestic Hot Water drops below a preset value (generally 40°C), the unit performs the “mode change” between system and Domestic Hot Water 
production, driving a diverter valve that switches the flow from the system to the storage tank. 

The request of DHW production has always the priority over the system and ends if the configured set-point has been reached or the set time for the 
production of DHW has elapsed. The Anti-legionella function allows removing the Legionella bacteria, which reside in the water storage tank. These bacteria 
are removed if the water temperature exceeds 60°C for at least 30 consecutive minutes. 

The anti-legionella function is managed by a different set-point, which is independent from that set for the Domestic Hot Water. This function can be 
scheduled daily, weekly, at different time intervals.

The control module is provided with:

•  a water temperature probe

•  a power circuit and resistor control (the resistor is not supplied by Clivet)

•  a 15 m length Twisted and Shielded connection cable for RS485 AGW22/24 networks

•  an installation box.

1. DHW
 2. Anode
 3. ST-safety probe
 4. Electric heater
 5. Blind connection for fasting
6.  Waterworks water inlet
 7. Return
 8. BT7 probe
 9. Domestic hot water recirculation
 10. Supply
 11. DHW

A. Room keypad (accessory RCTX)
B. Max. = 100 mt.
    Cable section: Min. 0,35 Max.1 mm2
C. Electric heater provided by the customer
D. 3-way valve (accessory 3DHWX)

A+B max 100 mt
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DOMX - Connection device with domotics
Thanks to this device, an external system, usually a home-automation control system, can be interfaced with 
ELFOControl² (EC2) and allows for the main settings of EC2 to be modified and the main system values to be read (useful 
for the end user).

This device connects two systems and creates the interface that enables communication between the Modbus RTU field 
bus on the RS485 serial, used by EC2, with Modbus protocol on the Ethernet connection (TCP/IP).

This device is used to interface a generic home-automation system used to control the house (or system) with the Clivet 
ElfoSystem.

The device uses the Modbus TCP/IP protocol on an Ethernet port to allow the home-automation system to access the 
ElfoSystem data.

Here are the main operations that can be carried out thanks to the device:

• read the main values of the air conditioning system, such as the start-up status, the selected season, the temperature 
and the status of the various areas, along with the main operating areas of the heat pump and ElfoFresh

• set the set point values and the status of the areas (comfort/eco/off), the status and season modes of the system, along with the operating modes of 
the heat pump and ElfoFresh units

The settings determined by the external system do not affect the local EC2 settings. This means that if the external system is disconnected, EC2 will go back 
to using the local values.

These settings override the EC2 local settings.
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Ventilation - ELFOFresh²

Maximum number of manageable elements: 4

ELFOFresh², the active thermodynamic recovery unit to renew and purify air in rooms represents 
the “first resource” of the system that, by employing heat pump technology, is able to:

•  introduce heated and cooled primary air in rooms

• operate as a single generator during in-between seasons or when the building’s heat loads are 
low

•  operate in FREE-COOLING mode when the outdoor air temperature is lower compared to the temperature inside and it is necessary to cool the room 
by switching off the compressor and forcing the fans to operate at maximum speed

During in-between seasons, when ELFOFresh² is the only available resource, ELFOControl² also allows to act directly on air renewal:

•  by temporarily activating the units in heating or cooling mode for a set time by forcing ventilation-only operation (FREE COOLING)

• by setting the automatic operating mode to activate the unit in heating or cooling mode depending on the outdoor air temperature and the selected 
setpoint in the room

The following functions are available throughout the year:

Operation time schedule of the system

•  definition of the economy mode to activate ventilation at reduced setpoints to favour energy savings

•  activation of the SILENT MODE only in heating

•  if using 4 units, association of each unit with the relative climatic areas served and definition of an activation profile dedicated to the individual unit. For 
instance, it is possible to use a unit dedicated exclusively to the daytime area and one for the night-time area. In these circumstances it is very handy to 
define two different operating profiles in relation to the areas’ different air renewal needs.

Distribution
ELFOControl² controls the distribution of energy through fan coils, radiant panels, radiators and heating furniture. It also manages their operation down 
to the smallest detail through a series of satellite modules connected via a bus network and dedicated to the full management of all the elements of the 
system.

Ambient terminals - ELFORoom², ELFOSpace, ELFODuct
Maximum number of elements it can manage: the maximum amount is 40, including other elements.

The fan coils control the heating or cooling capacity provided in the room by varying the air flow rate via the fans or the water flow rate via the on-off or 
the modulating valves (if any).

Through the divisions in climate areas, ELFOControl divides the terminal rooms into groups which share the same operation (same reference set point).

It is possible to connect a thermostat to control several terminals from just one place (master terminal).

In this case ELFOControl2 coordinates the operation of the groups of terminals managed by the same thermostat.

Namely, ELFOControl²:

•  sets the main operating parameters (temperature and humidity setpoints, ventilation mode and 
configuration) based on a time schedule, via the economy and off comfort scenarios

•  limits the keyboard/local thermostat functions via the scenario settings 

• it activates the dehumidification of the areas, or the specific area, by acting on the ventilation speed
      of the fan coils involved

Radiant panels
Thanks to their extensive exchange surface, radiant panels allow to use water at low temperatures in heating mode and at high temperatures in cooling 
mode. This makes them particularly suited to be used in conjunction with heat pumps to benefit from the greater efficiency when used in these conditions.

ELFOControl² controls panels’ supply heads and the dew temperature to ensure an optimal operation of the system in any condition.

Radiators and heating furniture
ELFOControl² ensures the terminals operate properly even in system solutions featuring radiators and heating furniture. ELFOControl² controls the area 
valves to power off the terminals when the room does it need them or in summer, as well as controlling the production of hot water at the right temperature 
for radiators and heating furniture.
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BMZRX - Radiant area module with RS485 communication port

Maximum number of modules it can manage: 5
A questo modulo possono essere connessi fino a 6 termostati per comandare fino a 6 zone climatiche differenti. [69164]

It is possible to connect up to 6 thermostats to this module to control up to 6 different rooms.

Through the relay outlets, the module opens or closes the heads depending on the defined setpoint 
and room temperature detected by the associated thermostat.

The module is supplied with a temperature probe (BT2) with a 6m long cable, for the water 
temperature detection on the manifold.

The probe must be positioned in a spot where it is possible to detect the temperature of the water 
when it is moving. 

The module is always supplied with a TTL/485 converter required to use the built-in HID-TI4 and 
HID-UR Modbus thermostats. 

To use the HID-TI4 and HID-UR Modbus thermostats it is necessary to use an AL12X power supply 
unit.

Each radiant zone module can manage only one type of thermostat: only Modbus 
thermostats or only ClivetBus thermostats, mixed configurations are not allowed.

Example: if you want to set up a system with 4 Modbus thermostats and 2 ClivetBus thermostats, 
you need to use 2 BMZRX modules: 1 to connect the Modbus thermostats and 1 for the ClivetBus 
thermostats.

Managing radiant panels in heating mode
ELFOControl² constantly detects the temperatures required by the modules available and varies the water production setpoint of the heat pump for low-
temperature systems or varies the mixing temperature in the mixing unit for double temperature systems.

Managing radiant panels in cooling mode
It is necessary to measure the temperature and humidity conditions of the areas served by the outlets of the module by connecting as 
many HID-T3 thermostats as the heads to be controlled.

The module calculates the dew point through each thermostat and constantly determines the optimal water temperature.

ELFOControl² constantly detects the temperatures required by the modules available and varies the water production setpoint of the heat 
pump for low-temperature systems or varies the mixing temperature in the mixing unit for double temperature systems.

Managing heating furniture, heated towel rails and radiators
With this configuration, the outlet is closed in summer mode by intercepting the relative circuit. In this case, you only need to use a HID-T2 or HID-Ti2 
temperature-only thermostat.

Managing double-step radiant panels
This configuration allows to manage two outlets in double-step mode with just one thermostat. When there is a considerable difference between selected 
setpoint and the temperature detected by the thermostat, both outlets are activated, when the detected temperature differs slightly from the selected 
setpoint, only one outlet is activated. Both outlets are deactivated when the setpoint is reached.

Managing triple-step radiant panels
This is a variant of the previous version that can be applied to cases where there is a noticeable power difference between the two concentric radiant circuits.

The circuits are activated based on the following principle: both circuits are activated when there is a considerable difference between the temperature 
detected and the setpoint; when the gap between the temperatures is smaller, only the more powerful circuit circuit remains active; for smaller temperature 
differences, only the less powerful circuit remains active.

Both outlets are deactivated when the setpoint is reached.

NOTE: each activation relay of the outlets has a maximum load of 5A (220VAC). It is therefore possible to control several heads 
simultaneously with each relay. Makes sure you do not to exceed the maximum load.

Dimensions and electrical features:

Power supply: 220V AC

Power imput: 5 W

Maximum capacity of the contacts: 5A with a power supply voltage of 230V

Dimensions (LxHxP):157x90x60mm

Overall dimensions: 9 DIN + 2 DIN of the TTL/485 converter

Protection rating: IP20

The BMZRX module manages:
- HID-TI4 and HID-UR Modbus thermostats
- HID-T2, HID-TI2 and HID-T3 ClivetBus thermostats
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Radiant zone module with HID-TI4 and HID-UR built-in MODBUS thermostats
The HID-TI4 and HID-UR thermostats must be linked with a bus-type connection, as reported in the connection diagram below and you need to use the 
AL12X power supply unit for each BMZRX module to power the various thermostats.

The size of the power supply unit is suited to the maximum amount of thermostats that can be managed by BMZRX (max 6 HID-Ti4 + 6 HID-UR).

Radiant area module with HID-T2, HID-Ti2 and HID-T3 clivetbus thermostats
The connection of the HID-T2, HID-Ti2 and HID-T3 thermostats must be made directly on the input channels of the BMZRX module, these thermostats do 
not require the use of the AL12X power supply unit or the TTL/485 converter which is supplied with the BMZRX module.
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CMRSX - Single area module with RS485 communication port

Maximum number of elements it can manage: the maximum amount is 40, including other elements.
Per la gestione della testina di intercettazione del circuito di alimentazione dei radiatori e/o termoarredi oppure per la gestione di una singola zona asservita da pannelli radianti è necessario utilizzare un modulo di zona. [69189]

To manage the intercepting head of the power supply circuit of the radiators and/or heating furniture or to 
manage an individual area served by radiant panels it is necessary to use an area module. 

This device is connected to a thermostat of the HID-T2, HID-T3 or HID-Ti2 series used to detect the temperature 
of the room. 

The module opens and closes the head depending on the temperature detected and the selected setpoint . 

To manage radiators and heating furniture in summer mode (cooling), the module closes the head, thereby 
intercepting the circuit. 

This module controls the dew point (if connected to a thermostat with a HID-T3 humidity probe). As it only has 
one outlet, it does not allow to manage double-step radiant panels. 

                                                                                    Dimensions and electrical features 
Dimensioni e caratteristiche elettriche: [69194]

Power supply: 220V AC

Power imput: 5 W

Dimensions (LxHxP):105x90x60 mm

Overall dimensions: 9 DIN + 2 DIN of the TTL/485 converter

NOTE: to connect the CMRSX area module to ELFOControl²’s Modbus network it is necessary to use the TTL-RS485 serial converter 
module included with the accessory

KGPRX - Mixing unit control module

Maximum number of modules that can be managed:

The module allows to control the circulator and the mixing valve, with a three-point motor, of 
mixing units not supplied by Clivet. 

The module is supplied with:

• high temperature thermostat 

• water temperature probes which can be installed via a shaft.

The maximum flows of the contacts of the control module are 5A with a power supply voltage of 
230V. 

Both have an inlet to connect the dew sensor.

GAIA Maxi can manage up to three mixed circuits.

If GAIA Aria, GAIA Acqua or GAIA Maxi are installed, ELFOControl² can manage up to 
3 mixers, including any mixed boosters managed by GAIA.

Dimensions and electrical features:

Power supply: 220V AC
Capacity of the relays: 5 A
Dimensions (LxHxP):210x155x80 mm
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MIOX - Input/Output module with RS485 communication port

Maximum number of modules it can manage: 2
The Input/Output module allows to manage different elements of the system. Through Elfocontrol² it is possible to 
define the functions associated with each MIOX inlet and outlet.

Each module allows to control up to 4 elements via the 4 exchange relay outlets and is fitted with four buttons that allow 
to activate the outlets manually.

On the same module each duct can have its function.

The module’s inlets can have the following functions:

1) remote On/Off input that allows to activate ELFOSystem remotely;

2) auxiliary heater alarm input (exemple boiler) that allows to acquire the alarm of the auxiliary heater.

The MIOX outlets can be configured to manage the following functions:

1) Activating the circulator: in this case each non-mixed water circuit can be associated with an additional pump, which can be operated only when there 
is a request on that circuit. 

2) Area valve control: it is activated when there is a request for the water circuit associated with the area valve

3) Seasonal control: with the system in heating mode it closes the contact and opens it when 
it is in cooling mode. If the system has a Chiller associated with a boiler, it can be used to control 
the shut-off valves of the hydraulic circuit

4) Auxiliary resource control in heating mode: if the intention is to only use the boiler that is 
not associated with a heat pump, it is activated when the system is in heating mode and there 
is a request for one of the areas. Cooling-only unit If using the boiler in combination with a unit 
to produce cooling energy only, the MIOX module will also switch the circuits depending on the 
system’s operating mode, heating or cooling.

5) Secondary pump control: it is activated when any of the areas send a supply request.

In this case, the pump is started when there is a request from an element or area.

6) Dehumidifier activation control: in this case 2 dehumidifiers can be managed.

The module has a RS485 communication port to connect it directly to the system.

IMPORTANT NOTE: ELFOControl2 cannot manage circulating pumps installed downstream mixing units managed by the KGPRX 
module.

Dimensions and electrical features:
Power supply: 220V AC
Power supply: 6 VA max
Size (LxHxD):70x85x65 mm
Overall dimensions: 4 DIN
Outputs: 8(3)A 250 V AC
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Managing climate areas with radiant panels
ELFOControl², through the radiant areas module that can simultaneously control up to 6 radiant areas, it is able to manage every type of engineering 
realisation with radiant panel.

1.Climate area served by just one radiant panel
The area is served by just one radiant circuit.

The HID-T3 thermostat connected to the module determines whether the 
head opens or not based on the defined setpoint and the temperature 
detected in the room.

ELFOControl² imposes a reference temperature setpoint for the area, though 
it is still possible to correct the setpoint using the relative thermostat.

2. Climate area served by several radiant panels
The area is served by two radiant circuits managed by just one outlet 
of the radiant zone module, which activates/deactivates both circuits 
simultaneously.

 A HID-T3 series thermostat is connected to the corresponding inlet. 

The two portions of radiant panel part of the same climate area are associated 
with the same thermostat. This way Elfocontrol² imposes a reference 
temperature setpoint for the area, though it is still possible to correct the 
setpoint using the relative thermostat.

3. Climate area served by several radiant panels
The area is served by two radiant circuits managed by two outlets of the 
radiant zone module. 

Two HID-T3 series thermostats are connected to the corresponding inlets. 
Although they are part of the same climate area, the two portions of radiant 
panel are associated with two different thermostats. 

This way Elfocontrol² will impose a reference temperature setpoint for the 
area, though it is still possible to correct the setpoint using the relative 
thermostats. 

The operation of the two parts of radiant panel can therefore be differentiated 
whilst maintaining the same time schedule set by Elfocontrol². The radiant 
zone module will intercept the relative head when it reaches the desired 
temperature setpoint.

4. Climate area served by two radiant panels with step-based management
The area is served by two radiant circuits managed by two outlets of the radiant area 
module controlled by just one thermostat of the HID-T3 series.

In this way ELFOControl² will impose a reference temperature setpoint for the area, though 
it is still possible to correct any set-point through the relative thermostat. The operation of 
the two parts of radiant panel is different, though they maintain the same operating time 
schedule set by ELFOControl².

There are two different ways of managing the unit:

•  with two steps when the two radiant circuits have similar powers

•  with three steps when there are significant differences between the powers of the circuits. 
This type of management powers both panels when there is a noticeable difference 
between the ambient temperature and the setpoint and controls how the resources are 
used as the deltaT drops to turn off both circuits  when the setpoint is met.
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Managing climate areas with fan coils
WARNING: the room terminals can only be connected with HID-T2, HID-Ti2 and HID-T3 thermostat.

ELFOControl2 manages fan coils in a very flexible way, allowing for different control strategies. Each climatic area can be associated with one or several fan 
coils.

5. Climate area with one fan coil
The area is served by a fan coil fitted with a thermostat or an built-in keyboard. 

The thermostat/keyboard is the reference for detecting the temperature and operating in the area, 
like modifying the reference setpoint, start-up, switch-off, etc. 

The temperature value, together with the relative humidity value if applicable, detected by the 
thermostat is sent by ELFOControl² to the other area elements.

6. Climate area served by several fan coils with a reference thermostat
The area is served only by fan coils fitted or not fitted with a thermostat or an built-in keyboard. 

The reference thermostat of the area is connected to just one fan coil (area master) which becomes 
the reference to detect the temperature and in terms of operation in the area, such as changing the 
reference setpoint, power on, power off, etc. 

The temperature value, and if necessary the relative humidity, detected by the thermostat is sent 
by ELFOControl² to the other elements of the area. 

In this type of configuration, the value detected by the temperature probe located on the return 
of the fan coils is not considered in the temperature control of the individual fan coil, but the 
temperature detected by the area thermostat is used instead.

7. Climate area served by several fan coils without a reference thermostat
In this example the area is served only by fan coils fitted with thermostat or built-in keyboard. 
There is no reference thermostat for the area and each individual fan coil makes controls based 
on the values detected and the settings from the thermostat connected to it.

With this set-up, ELFOControl²’s function only determines setpoints for the fan coils and monitors 
the status of the terminals.

8. Climate area served by several fan coils without a reference thermostat (2)
The area is served only by fan coils fitted or not fitted with a thermostat or an built in keyboard. 
There is no reference thermostat for the area, but just reference thermostats for each individual 
fan coil or for a group of fan coils managed by a

With this set-up, ELFOControl²’s function only determines setpoints for the fan coils and 
monitors the status of the terminals.
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Managing climate areas with radiators and heating furniture

9. Climate area served by heating furniture
The area uses an area module to manage the intercepting head of the supply circuit of 
the heating furniture.

This device is connected to a HID-T2 or HID-Ti2 series thermostat used to detect the 
temperature of the room.

The operation requires the module to open and close the head depending on the 
temperature detected and the defined set-point.

In summer operating mode (cooling), the module intercepts the circuit by closing the 
head it controls. The thermostat must be connected to the module.

In any case the power supply circuit of the heating furniture and the heated towel rails 
must be intercepted in summer mode (cooling).

10. Climate area served by radiators
The area is served only by radiators.

The intercepting heads of the radiators are controlled with an zone module connected 
to a temperature-only thermostat (HID-T2 or HID-Ti2).

In this case the thermostat is the reference for the entire area and the heads of the 
radiators are connected in parallel so that the zone module controls all the radiators of 
the area.
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Managing mixed climate areas
In addition to managing climate areas served by just one kind of terminal, ELFOControl² can control mixed climate areas, i.e. served by different types of 
terminals.

11. Climate area served by heating furniture and fan coils
In this example the area is served by fan coils and heating furniture powered both by a 
sigle-temperature circuit and at different temperatures.

The intercepting heads of the radiators are controlled by an area module.

In this case the thermostat must not be connected to the heating furniture but to the 
fan coil.

ELFOControl2 sends the temperature value detected by the room thermostat to the area 
module.

In summer operating mode the area module must be configured in order to intercept 
the circuit of the heating furniture.

12. Climate area served by radiant panels and heating furniture powered at low temperatures
Only one output of the radiant zone module is used to manage an area served by radiant 
panels and heating furniture both connected to the low-temperature circuit (bathroom 
area) as an alternative to using the zone module.

This is useful if there are free outlets in the radiant zone module.

Only one outlet of the radiant zone module is used to intercept both the supply circuits 
of the radiant panels and the heating furniture’s circuits.

This circuit is intercepted in summer mode and this is why it is not necessary to measure 
the relative ambient humidity for dehumidification operations.

Therefore, just use a HID-T2 or HID-Ti2 thermostat.

13. Climate area served by radiant panel and fan coils
The climate area is served by a radiant circuit controlled directly by the radiant area 
module and by fan-coils connected to the high temperature circuit. In this case there 
must be only one thermostat connected to the radiant area module, ELFOControl² will 
transmit the data to all the area’s elements. 

Also in this case, the temperature and humidity conditions of the area must be 
measured using an HID-T3 humidity/temperature thermostat. The anti-dew control 
function is carried out directly by the area module. ELFOControl² can control the fan-
coil by adopting one of the following modes:

•  as an integration to the radiant panel

•  by acting as a second thermoregulation step

In this case, ELFOControl² has a parameter used to set a difference between the set 
point of the fan coil and that of the radiant panel.

For instance, if the system’s settings are as follows:
•  Delta = 2°C
•  Remote cooling
•  Zone setpoint = 26°C

Under these circumstances, the radiant panel will set the temperature to 26°C and the fan coil to 28°C: therefore, if there is a strong need to cool the area, 
both elements will be activated, otherwise only the radiant panel will operate.

•  in the integration of underfloor heating with dehumidification function (management recommended if the system does not provide ELFOFresh²).

14. Climate area served by radiant panel and heating furniture
In this system diagram, the BMZRX channel controls the operating parameters of the 
radiant system and ELFOControl2 sends the temperature, set point and on/off settings 
to the CMRSX.

The 2 modules can be set to operate in heat or in cool so that they operate indipendently: 
ELFOControl² then forces the operation based on these settings.

For instance, if the radiant panel operates in cooling-only mode and the heating system 
operate in heating-only mode, the heating system is only turned on and off based on the 
area’s time schedule as in winter the radiant panel is always off.

Moreover, on both modules it is possible to set an offset of +/-5°C directly on ELFOControl² 
on the area page they are featured on. This means one module can be set so that it 
operates either more or less, in relation to the other module.

In heating- only systems it is not necessary to check room humidity levels 
and it is therefore possible to use a “temperature-only” thermostat (HID-T2 or HID-Ti2).
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Typical system diagrams for a new home
System with radiant panels and heating furniture
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